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Leading dispute
resolution in
New Zealand
FairWay Resolution is New Zealand’s
largest specialist conﬂict management
and dispute resolution organisation,
with over 210 people working with us
across the country.
In this, our 2016/2017 annual report,
we outline our progress, our goals and
the value we deliver to our customers,
and share the stories of our exceptional
people who make a difference in New
Zealanders’ lives each day.
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OUR STORY

Who we are and
what we can do
for you

Our mission,
vision and values
Every aspect of our work is guided by our
commitment to our core mission, vision and values.
These are simple, straight-forward, effective and
designed to empower those we work with.

Who we are
FairWay Resolution is New Zealand’s largest

and conflict management across a wide range

specialist conflict management and dispute

of sectors from financial services, insurance

resolution organisation, with over 210 people

and telecommunications to education, local

working with us across the country. We have

government, construction and family.

extensive experience in dispute resolution

Our values...

Our mission…

Our fundamental values are to
pursue excellence in all we do
through:

Helping people in conflict
move forward.

•

Our story
From complaints and conflict, to issues and

Over that time, we have grown in experience and

disagreements, FairWay helps organisations and

expertise. We now oﬀer a wide range of services

individuals prevent, learn from, manage and

to help New Zealanders in conﬂict move forward,

resolve disputes or conflict.

working across a wide range of industries both in

•

move forward– such as mediation, facilitation,

Our next step was transitioning to private

adjudication and specialist coaching.

ownership where staﬀ have a more direct
interest in the business and the value we provide.

Our firm began as a division of the Accident

Our purpose remains unchanged and FairWay

Compensation Corporation (ACC), carrying

now has greater agility to help our customers in

out reviews when a customer disagreed with a

new and innovative ways.

decision regarding their claim.
Our commitment to customer service, quality
Since then, within Crown-ownership we evolved
into FairWay Resolution, New Zealand’s largest
specialist conﬂict and dispute management

and privacy remain at the centre of our business.

Our vision…

Integrity – Upholding ethical standards
and communicating in an open, honest and
transparent way. Always focused on the health
and safety of our people and customers.

To be the leading conflict
management services provider by:
•

Protecting consumers’ rights.

•

Collaboration – Seeking opportunities to work
in teams towards shared objectives, knowledge
and success.

•

Assisting people to resolve
disputes themselves.

•

Fairness – Abiding by objective standards,
allowing full participation in our processes, and
giving all voices an opportunity to be heard.

•

Strengthening organisations’
reputations by improving their
conflict capability.

•

Empathy – Acknowledging where people are
coming from and identifying their needs by
asking, listening and clarifying. Demonstrating
respect, acknowledging difference, and
encouraging diversity.

the public and private sector.
There are many ways that FairWay helps people

Professionalism – Providing a high quality
service that meets customer expectations and
professional standards, ensuring customers
have trust in the fairness of our services.

company, with a team of over 210 people
throughout New Zealand.
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LEADERS’ REPORT
RHYS WEST, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
ANITA CHAN, CHAIR

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE
IN 2017...

Helping
New Zealanders –
every step
of the way

210

NZ
WIDE

FAIRWAY PEOPLE
(STAFF AND
CONTRACTORS)
All proud to make a positive difference
for New Zealanders.

14,000 +

Leading dispute resolution in New Zealand

OFFICES IN AUCKLAND,
WELLINGTON,
CHRISTCHURCH &
DUNEDIN
With dispute resolution practitioners
throughout the country.

DISPUTES, REVIEWS
AND ENQUIRIES
Across our various services.

That is why we are here to help any individual,
family, business or organisation in New Zealand

We are New Zealand’s largest specialist conflict

to manage and prevent conflict or disputes.

and dispute management company. FairWay has
the expertise and tools to manage and resolve

With our specialist experience, we are uniquely

conflict, disputes and complaints. We focus on

placed to respond to emerging trends and

assisting individuals and organisations to learn

demonstrate best practice conflict resolution.

from their experience and build their capability

We continue to explore new opportunities and

to prevent conflict from escalating.

ways to prevent and manage disputes.

Everyday our people help New Zealanders in

Find out how FairWay can help you - you might

conflict to move forward. We understand the

be surprised by the variety of services that we

stress and impact that conflict can cause all

can offer. Get in touch with our friendly team to

impacted parties. It can take an effect on an

find out more.

individual’s wellbeing, damage relationships and

TAILORED
SERVICES

cause reputational damage.

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE TO
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
USERS + COMPANIES

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

COACHING
MEDIATION

FAMILIES

STUDENTS

ADJUDICATION
INSURANCE

FACILITATION

INVESTORS

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
SERVICES

TRAINING

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
COMPLAINT
SYSTEMS

SYSTEM
DESIGN

BUILDING / CONSTRUCTION

BUSINESSES
4
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EDUCATIONAL
ESTABLISHMENTS

ACC CLAIMANTS + ACC

We are committed to growing and
improving our services because we see
firsthand the great outcomes that FairWay
helps achieve. Our services not only
help to prevent the stress and impact of
conflict; they also help New Zealanders to
find a constructive way forward.

INDIVIDUALS
ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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REPORT FROM
OUR CHAIR,
ANITA CHAN QC

FairWay’s
evolution into
the leading
dispute
resolution
provider

The theme of 2017 was growth.
Over the course of the year, we
have seen new services launched,
a steady rise in our revenue and
returns, and increasing numbers
of clients.

The FairWay that we know today has

We have positioned ourselves as a

undergone a major transformation from

professional services firm, building on our

its roots as the Accident Compensation

success and growth, but at our core FairWay

Corporation’s (ACC) independent reviewer.

remains dedicated to providing a great

We have grown in experience and expertise.

customer experience. Our mission is to help

We have an exclusive

We have expanded our services and grown

people in conflict to move forward and that

agreement in New

our client base as we moved into managing

is something that our people take great pride

Zealand with Modria, an

issues and complaints. We have established

in. Our people see firsthand the benefits of

international technology

an effective business model and developed a

preventing conflict from arising, supporting

provider of online dispute

reputation as New Zealand’s leading dispute

families through challenging times and

resolution provider. While we continue to

helping both individuals and organisations to

provide independent and unbiased reviews

resolve their issues.

FIRST
FOR NZ

resolution capability

of ACC cases, we are expanding our ACC
offering to include mediation, conciliation and

We are fortunate to have a professional,

facilitation services.

expert and committed workforce who strive
to help New Zealanders when they need it

Growth

CLIENTS

The theme of 2017 was growth. Over the

most. Under the direction of an experienced

course of the year, we have seen new services

senior leadership team, FairWay continues to

launched, a steady rise in our revenue and

grow as a profitable and customer focused

returns, and increasing numbers of clients.

organisation. Together, they have established
FairWay as the leading dispute resolution

REVENUE

In new services, three milestones from last

provider. I would also like to acknowledge

year include:

my fellow Board members both for their

RETURNS

•

commitment and dedication to FairWay’s

iStudent Complaints, a service for
resolving contractual and financial
disputes between education providers
and international students.

EMPLOYEE
OWNED
From 1 July 2017, FairWay
transitioned from Crown
ownership, to become
privately owned by our
employees.

•

Building and Construction services,
helping both homeowners and
contractors to resolve disputes.

•

Partnering with Modria as our
technology solution for online dispute
resolution.

success.
With a solid base, FairWay now enters a new
chapter having transitioned from Crownownership to become privately owned by its
employees. This is great news for FairWay
as it reinforces our independence and
over time, will better enable us to grow, to
add more value for our customers and to
enhance our services.

I’m pleased to announce net surplus growth
year on year. We achieved a Net Profit After
Tax (NPAT) result of $1.4 million in 2016/2017,
to double our result from 2015/16. We have
grown our customer base, resulting in new
revenue, and we have also experienced a
growth in revenue from our existing core

Anita Chan QC
Chair

clients.
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REPORT FROM OUR
CHIEF EXECUTIVE,
RHYS WEST

Reflections
on 2016/17
Our core focus areas

RETURNS

DIVERSIFICATION

MOMENTUM

RELATIONSHIPS

This has been FairWay’s biggest year to date,
with over 14,000 interactions with our customers.
With our professional services model now firmly
in place, we have grown and responded to those
customers’ needs.
As an organisation, we have grown in our ability

process whereby an independent and impartial

to set challenges and rise to the occasion. This

mediator assists parents to reach their own

year, I challenged our people to work towards

parenting arrangements for their children. Our

these priorities and objectives:

Family Dispute Resolution service empowers
people to make parenting agreements without

• Returns – ensuring all our activities contribute
to the sustainability of the business.

19

%

19% growth in FTE to support the
growth and diversification of the
business.

• Momentum – ensuring the running of the
business is resourced, engaged and effective.
• Diversification – pushing beyond traditional
markets into profitable new verticals.
• Relationships – compelling relationships built
on trust and integrity.
These objectives capture and describe the themes
that will ensure our business success. In each area
of the business, our senior leaders worked on
translating these into meaningful plans for their
respective teams. We will continue to work on
these key areas and will ramp up our activities in
the 2017/18 financial year.
Our key clients remain the Accident
Compensation Corporation (ACC) and the
Ministry of Justice (MoJ). We have seen some
major milestones in both those areas.
We continue to be committed to improving our
customers’ experience, including people involved
in the ACC review process. We introduced new
guidelines and improvements to our services so
can better support those customers who have
disagreed with a decision made by ACC. We
wanted to make sure we had the right solution, so
we collaborated with the wider ACC sector, listened
to what our customers have said and followed
the recommendations of the Government’s
Independent Review. These new improvements
enable more effective case management, more
engagement with customers throughout the
process and a better customer experience.
We also marked three years of FairWay’s Family
Dispute Resolution services, a confidential

8
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the time, expense and stress of going to court.
We have had some great successes along the
way. Last year, 83% of families resolved one or
more issues with help from our Family Dispute
Resolution team.
Like many other organisations, our business
continuity planning was tested following the
Kaikoura earthquakes, but I am glad to say it held
up well. Our people rallied together to ensure our
services continued. While our Wellington based
staff worked remotely for a period, there was a
great sense of comradery when we came back
together in our new location on Lambton Quay.
We have also been laying the foundations for
2017/18, as we transitioned from a Crown entity
to private ownership where staff have a more
direct interest in the business and the value we
provide. Employee-ownership is a common
and successful business model in professional
services firms, and we are dedicated to making
this will work well for FairWay and our customers.
I’m pleased to say that the transition took place
on 7 July 2017, and the FairWay team are proud to
be part of an employee owned organisation.
Our purpose remains unchanged and we are
still here to help any individual, family, business
or organisation in New Zealand with their
complaints and disputes. We will continue to
provide the same great experience and support
for our customers.
We are excited by the opportunities for FairWay
within this new ownership model and the positive
influence we expect staff ownership to have on
the way we work, and ultimately the way our
customers experience our work.

ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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Highlights

TELECOMMUNICATION DISPUTE RESOLUTION (TDR)

ISTUDENT COMPLAINTS

A big focus was engagement, including enhancing our relationships within the public

iStudent Complaints was established in July 2016 to settle contractual and financial

sector, within the telecommunications industry and with our customers.

disputes between international students and their education providers in New

Our aim was to improve consumer awareness of our Telecommunication Dispute

Zealand.

Resolution services.

In the past year, we received 72 enquiries from students and education providers,

Through engaging content, we have been growing our social media presence and

and we have received some great feedback from our customers along the way

prompted discussions on what matters to consumers.

including:

We have also been working directly with consumer groups on how best to engage

“You do a good job, helping many students living here with
less stress. Many thanks.”

with them and their members.

We have helped students from around the world, including China, India, Russia,
FAMILY DISPUTE RESOLUTION (FDR)

Hong Kong, Colombia, South Korea, Mexico, USA, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Malaysia and Mauritius.

Our Family Dispute Resolution service entered its fourth year. In this time, we have
helped thousands of families to navigate change. We have seen some great results –
with over 80% of families resolving some or all matters. Building on our foundations
from last year, we developed a presence in a number of family courts across New
Zealand so we can help more families to access our services.
Recognising the stress and uncertainty that families face, we focussed on sharing some
of our facts and figures to help assure families that we can help them. This included a
new infographic poster with a mixture of customer feedback and information about
our services, and some case studies sharing the stories of our people.

ACC REVIEW SERVICES

“Even though I lost my appeal, I feel the FairWay team were
very fair. I was treated as a person and not just as a number.”
ACC review customer
ACC remain our largest customer. We provide independent and unbiased reviews of

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
Building and construction disputes can often arise when there are different
understandings of the terms of a contract, differing views on the quality of the
building work, or disagreements about payment arrangements.

ACC cases where a customer disagrees with a decision made by ACC regarding their
claim.
Over the past year, we have collaborated and co-designed improvements to our
services including streamlining our processes, introducing case conferencing and
developing new guidelines for everyone involved in the process.

In the past year, we have established a dedicated dispute resolution service for the
building and construction sector. We can help resolve disputes between builders,
tradespeople and homeowners. At a time where building and construction work
is booming, delays in getting a building project started or finished mean that the

PRIVATE AND COMMERCIAL

opportunity for disputes is high.
We can help resolve disagreements between businesses, families and individuals.
We have helped resolve issues on a range of matters including disputes between
FINANCIAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERVICE (FDRS)

neighbours, issues between body corporates and unit title holders, and family

2016/17 was a big year, with 455 complaints resolved over the financial year.

In the past year, we have seen a rise in relationship property disputes as families

With more than 1,500 members, the theme for the year was ‘stronger relationships,

who have undergone Family Dispute Resolution services come back to FairWay to

stronger business.’

disputes over estates and wills.

work through their family property issues.

Milestones from the year include developing a simple and easy to follow brochure,
promoting best practice amongst Financial Service Providers through our Tuesdays
at 10 webinar series and meeting our members at events around the country.

10
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Staying connected

A big focus for 2016/17 has been
connecting with our customers, and
engaging them in meaningful ways.

IN THE COMMUNITY

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

Our team have attended conferences, events and local

Here are some of the results and feedback we have received

meetings across the country. We are committed to

from customers

getting our face out there and playing an active part in
our local communities. Highlights from 2016/17 include
attending Auckland International Cultural Festival and
being part of the Consumer Rights Day nationwide
roadshow.

LISTENING
We believe the more we listen to and understand our
customers and communities, and work alongside them, the
better we understand how to further improve our services.
Buzz Channel is one of New Zealand’s leading customer
engagement consultancies and has been assisting us in
getting feedback from our customers.

“Our natural team culture is to get out
from behind the desk and into the local
community. We see and hear the most
amazing stories when we meet our
customers and it helps us to stay in tune
with our customer needs.”
Jo Parag
Business Development Manager

73 %

86 %

73% agreed that
we listened and
understood their views

86% said we
were friendly and
courteous

“The process was made easy.”
“The mediator made me feel confident.”

In the past year, 24% of our customers have chosen to
provide us with feedback through this channel. Using
tailored surveys, we can collect feedback on our individual
services and refine those services based on their
customers’ unique needs.

“Our customers’ experience underpins
the delivery of all our services.
We want them to have a seamless
experience – from beginning to end.
We want to build our services around
our customers’ needs, place our
customers at the centre of what we
do and ensure we are meeting their
expectations. That’s our goal.”
Hannes Strydom
General Manager – Service Delivery

SOCIAL MEDIA

“She has an incredible way with people and I
would highly recommend her to others.”
“All points of view were heard.”

Consumers are now turning to social media to resolve
their complaints and find information.
That is why we have built an active social media presence
on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Google+, Instagram and
WeChat.
We are using social media to connect with those

“Professional, courteous and empathetic.
Obviously, a well-developed service.”
“The mediator was amazing. He kept things
on track well and helped the other party see
the actual situation.”

customers and prompt discussions about the matters
that mean the most to them.

“It was a scary thought going to mediation
but everyone I worked with was so
comforting and approachable.”
“The whole way through I was kept
informed of the next steps and what was
required of me.”

12
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PRIORITY 1

Keeping our
people safe

Maintaining a wellrun, profitable and
effective business

“The one thing that struck me
when I joined FairWay, was how
engaged our people are. Unlike
other organisations, where
health and safety can be a bit
of a tick box exercise, there is a
positive and proactive culture
here. I have learned so much
from talking to our Resolution
Coordinators, Mediators and
ACC Reviewers. Their feedback
is where the most useful
prompts for action come from.”

FairWay is committed to being a successful and
sustainable partner of choice for our current and
future clients. Inherent to this is our continued
focus on delivering quality customer service and
appropriate returns. Everyone at FairWay is engaged
in the success of our organisation.

At FairWay, we are committed to ensuring the
health and safety of our staff and contractors.
We have used the discontinuation of ACC’s
Workplace Safety Management Practices
programme (WSMP) as an opportunity to review
and revitalise our health and safety systems.
Taking a fresh approach, we have focussed
on the highest risk aspects of our workplace
first. We want to have processes which are
appropriate for the level of risk, are practical,
and are well communicated. A view of systems
which is based on manuals, or a narrow idea of
compliance, is outdated.
Our staff are involved with people’s lives when
they are at their most vulnerable, assisting people
who are anxious or upset, and this can have
an impact on their own wellbeing. Recognising
these challenges, we are supporting our people
to develop their resilience and to build on the
skills which enable them to manage challenging
situations.

Jane Lenting
Health & Safety Advisor

Professional, profitable
and customer-focussed
He aha te mea nui o te ao?
What is the most important thing
in the world?

This proverb rings true at FairWay because all

We are an equal opportunity employer that

our services are based around people – both

attracts and retains people with the skills and the

our customers in conﬂict and our staﬀ who have

motivation needed to achieve great outcomes

specialist skills to resolve conﬂict.

for our customers. We focus on our employee

He tangata, he tangata, he tangata.
It is the people, it is the people,
it is the people.

It is our responsibility as a professional, profitable

Maori proverb

14
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needs, have a strong sense of culture and a
positive work environment.

and customer focussed organisation to provide
a great quality service for our customers. As

It is also our responsibility to ensure we have

New Zealand’s largest conflict management

a supportive, safe and enriching culture for

organisation, we are seeing growing numbers of

our people. By focussing on professional

customers. But that brings its own challenges,

development and building capability amongst

as we balance larger volumes while delivering a

our people, we ensure that we deliver effective

service that recognises individual needs.

services.

ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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Improving our ACC services
We are committed to improving our customers’

We have also worked on the quality of

experience and over the past year we have

information on our website, so we can better

worked on ways to achieve this goal by focussing

inform customers about the support available to

on our ACC dispute resolution process.

help them resolve issues about their claim.

We provide independent and unbiased reviews
of ACC cases where a customer disagrees with
a decision made by ACC regarding their claim.
We began by listening to our ACC customers
feedback. They told us that we needed to change
– they found the process to be too difficult,
inconsistent and long.
We looked at ways to better support our

“This is more than a process change.
This is part of our culture. Our ACC
customers now have a single dedicated
point of contact to help them navigate their
dispute from beginning to end. That really
makes a difference to their experience.”

customers. We then consulted with legal
representatives, consumer advocacy groups
and representatives from ACC on ways we
could improve our services. Following these
discussions, we made several incremental
changes, streamlined our processes and
developed a set of guidelines. We consulted
with the wider ACC sector to ensure the new
guidelines were fit for purpose.

Jeanie Robinson
Service Delivery Manager

PRIORITY 2

Effective
business
transformation
(through
professional
services model)

Our new improvements enable more effective
case management and more engagement with
customers throughout the process with the aim
to achieve a better customer experience.

“We have streamlined the
process and have introduced
case conferencing as an
opportunity to get all parties
together, determine any
issues and find the right way
forward. You can expect a
better customer experience,
greater consistency and an
improved service.”

With our foundations in place, we can
now look to further refine and mature
our model.
We continue to explore further
opportunities for growth and
diversification, promoting our unique
skills and technology solutions.

Bernard Lock
Client Director

16
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Online dispute resolution

Learning & development

We are building on the foundations of our

It allows us to complement existing services in

Our people are our most important asset. We

Our career mapping frameworks also enable

exclusive agreement with Modria, who provide

new and interesting ways. Our online platform

are committed to supporting their professional

our staff to progress in the direction they choose

online dispute resolution services.

changes the horizon for dispute resolution.

development.

within FairWay.

It places FairWay at the forefront of dispute
resolution in New Zealand and beyond.

Our study and professional membership policies

An example of the career progression pathway’s

the evolving needs and expectations of our

encourage our employees to pursue continued

success is Anthony Syder. Anthony joined the

clients and their customers. It enables greater

professional development. This is especially

team in 2014 as a Resolution Coordinator and

efficiencies and will improve access to our

important at FairWay as our practitioners need

quickly discovered a passion and aptitude for

services as location is no longer a barrier.

to be fully accredited through the Arbitrators’

helping people move forward. Working with his

and Mediators’ Institute of New Zealand

managers and Senior Resolution Practitioners,

(AMINZ), the Resolution Institute or the

he used the pathways to further develop his

New Zealand Law Society.

skills and complete further training in supporting

Online dispute resolution will allow us to support

areas to enable him to progress as a Scheme

“Online dispute resolution
is changing the mindset of
how to resolve complaints
and conflict in a manner that
is fast and fair. Modria is now
a worldwide platform, and
together with FairWay,
Tyler Technologies is
building a partnership
that is increasing adoption
of ODR more broadly.”

Manager, Senior Resolution Coordinator,

pathways to provide better professional and

Resolution Practitioner and then gain Family

leadership career pathways. We strive to ensure

Dispute Resolution provider status through

that our employees achieve fulfilling careers and

AMINZ in March 2017.

professional job satisfaction.
The introduction of competency frameworks has
provided a clear and transparent process for all
employees, enabling them to enhance their skills
and develop professionally.

Jamie Gillespie
General Manager, Online Dispute Resolution,
Tyler Technologies

Privacy
We are committed to protecting our customers’

privacy practices and commitments to our

personal information and making it easy for

customers, as set out in our service charter.

our customers to ask us about their personal
information.

We have also worked on career progression

Our internal activities focused on emphasising
our positive privacy culture, and recognising the

We have an ongoing privacy programme, which

continued ways we can ensure our customers

includes staff induction, action learning groups

trust in managing their information.

“There is such a supportive culture
at FairWay. Over the past three
years, I have developed and refined
my skills. I’ve been fortunate
enough to observe and learn from
many great mediators who have
helped me to take the next step in
my career, a role which enables me
to directly help people in difficult
situations.”
Anthony Syder
Resolution Practitioner

and highlighting best privacy practices to ensure
our customers privacy is always front of mind.

Our business processes will continue to manage
the privacy and confidentiality of our clients.

We also participated in Privacy Week 2017. We

That’s central to what we do.

used this as an opportunity to focus on our

18
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PRIORITY 3

Successfully grow
and diversify the
business

Property and
relationships
There is an increasing demand for a better way
to resolve issues that helps repair and strengthen
relationships.
Mediation is becoming a popular alternative to
the court system to resolve property disputes.
Sometimes parents will have used our Family
Dispute Resolution service and will ask if we can help
them reach agreement on other outstanding issues.
Other times, families may be going through a major
change having lost a close relative, and they are
seeking a way to resolve issues without damaging
relationships.

FairWay is committed to investing in and leading the
future of dispute resolution in New Zealand. To do this
we must continue to grow and diversify our services.

At FairWay, we recognise the value of relationships
and our services focus on supporting the different
parties to come to their own solutions without the
stress, time or expense of the legal system.

“In cases where close
relationships break down, such
as between former partners
or siblings, FairWay can find
a way forward without doing
further damage. We can work
with the parties individually or
collaboratively to help them
reach agreement. Focussed
and constructive discussions
can help to surface underlying
issues and provide a safe
environment to find a solution.”
Keri Morris
Client Director

We are looking at our service offering and identifying
gaps in the market for conflict and complaint resolution
services. We are also working with our existing clients to
explore further opportunities to add value.

Building and construction
“We know how much stress disputes can cause for both parties.
Our people are specially trained to resolve disputes and help get
relationships back on track. There is no doubt that the earlier
parties get involved in dispute resolution the better the outcome
for them. We are here to find the service that can best work for
both homeowners and builders.”
Denise Evans
Client Director

20
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Building and construction disputes can arise in a

dispute resolution services for disputes between

number of ways, including when there are different

Registered Master Builders Association members and

understandings of the terms of a contract, differing

homeowners.

views on the quality of the building work, or
disagreements about payment arrangements.

Many of the enquiries that we received about building
and construction services have been resolved early

FairWay provides specialist building and construction

through our front-line Resolution Coordinators.

dispute resolution services. Our biggest client in

Where issues have needed more support, our expert

this sector is Registered Master Builder Association,

Resolution Practitioners meet with the homeowner

whom FairWay has worked with since December

and the builder to assist both sides to come to an

2016. We provide independent complaint and

agreement on how the problem will be resolved.

ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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Telecommunications
“From billing or contract issues, to installation
and fibre issues; TDR provides a free and
independent service to help people and their
telecommunication providers resolve issues. If
you can’t resolve a matter directly, our team of
Resolution Coordinators and Practitioners will do
all they can to assist you in finding agreement”
Jennifer Mahony
Client Director

2017 marks the tenth year of our

Our members demonstrate their commitment

Telecommunications Dispute Resolution (TDR)

to efficient complaints management by including

service, which is administered by FairWay. TDR’s

the TDR logo on their website, in disclosures and

members cover 95% of New Zealand consumers.

promotional materials.

Our service is free for consumers. The vast

A big focus was enhancing relationships,

majority of complaints initially brought to TDR

including TDR’s relationships within the public

are resolved by scheme members directly but

sector, within the telecommunications industry

TDR often helps those consumers to make their

and with our customers. Over the past few

complaints to their provider.

months, we have focussed on building consumer
awareness of our services, including developing

We provide independent and neutral support for

a short animated video, building our social media

remaining complaints, that need some specialist

presence to over two thousand followers and

support.

working directly with consumer groups on how
best to engage with them and their members.

Elder care

Workplace

With New Zealand’s ageing population increasing, there is
a growing need for specialist mediation services to resolve

Workplace relationship issues can be pervasive,

and equipping employees and workplaces with

and often lead to costly workplace toxicity and

the skills to manage current and future conflict.

elder care disputes.

We get an understanding of the current team

Specialist elder care facilities, such as retirement villages, are

eventual staff attrition.
FairWay’s Workplace Conflict Resolution Service is

dynamics and how they contribute to conflict. We

pioneering a facilitative, transformative approach

help put together plans and processes to begin

that helps employees and workplaces work

rebuilding trust and safe communication. We

through current conflict.

also help both parties to determine together the

required to follow a robust complaint handling process, which
includes the option of mediation.
Disputes can arise between the resident and the operator

answer to the question, “Where to from here?”

of their care facility, between a resident and another

mediation preparation (including individual

We have been able to assist in a variety of

representatives, such as a family member or friend.

discussions pre-mediation) and facilitated,

industries, both private and public employers, and

collaborative meetings. Our focus is on educating

at various levels of intervention.

Our model involves a mixture of conflict coaching,

resident, and can sometimes involve former residents and

FairWay is one of the agencies approved by the Retirement
Commissioner to provide mediation services. Many of our
mediators have experience and specialist training in elder

“At FairWay, the goal of our workplace conflict service
is to not simply focus on ending the dispute, but to also
be the beginning of the self-determined resolution and
rebuilding of trust and emotional safety.”
Jennifer Mahony
Client Director
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mediation.
Our fully accredited mediators can provide support in
several ways. With expertise in managing both property and
contractual disputes, handling complaints, working with local
communities and specialist training, we can assist all parties
to find a solution.
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PRIORITY 4

Effective
relationships
with Government
and shareholder
expectations
met

Strengthening
existing
relationships

In 2016/17 we were committed to meeting our
shareholders’ expectations. We had a proactive
One of our priorities is establishing compelling
relationships built on integrity and trust.

value these relationships.

time to nurture and further develop these
relationships.

Building new
ones
New relationships can bring fresh ideas and
opportunities.

more New Zealanders move forward.

FA I R W AY R E S O L U T I O N

and monitoring agencies. We will continue to

and private sector, it is important that we invest

organisations and realising our potential to help

24

and productive relationship with our ministers

With a variety of relationships both in the public

We enjoy meeting people, engaging with

Relationships underpin all the great work
that we do. Our work involves restoring and
repairing our customers’ relationships, but
we also need to invest time building our
own relationships and engaging with our
stakeholders in meaningful ways.

Meeting
expectations

“Establishing and maintaining
effective relationships is
important as we seek to further
develop FairWay’s identity and
reputation as New Zealand’s
leading dispute resolution
provider. We want to build
on our existing relationships,
develop strategic partnerships
and demonstrate our capability
to new clients.”
Kristine Brown
General Manager –
Corporate & Governance
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PRIORITY 5

Consumers
are aware
of and able
to access
conflict
management
services
We are here to help people
in conflict move forward. It is
essential that consumers are aware
of and able to access our conflict
management services.
We want all New Zealanders to
know about our services and to
have trust and confidence in our
ability to help them move forward.

Increased awareness

Improved
access

“Community events are such a great
chance to connect with people, share
information and talk to people who
may be facing a really difficult or scary
situation. When a person going through
something like this suddenly realises
that there is a way forward and that
they will be heard - it is pretty amazing
and makes my job special.”

We are here to help New Zealanders

Claire Hancock
Resolution Coordinator

FairWay can assist people at the right time.

experiencing conflict.
With a variety of services, we can help Kiwis
to manage disagreements and prevent future
disputes from escalating.
We have targeted communications for
consumers of our individual services, including
tailored websites, social media channels and
newsletters.
We are partnering with influencers in the
local community to promote our services, so

We want to ensure that consumers have

We are also committed to providing culturally

access to the right information and to ensure

appropriate services. Our mediators have

them of our capability to assist.

experience working with difference cultures

We continue to promote our services in
multiple languages, aligning with consumer
demand. For example, the iStudent
Complaints website for international students

including providing culturally appropriate
family dispute resolution services for Māori
which are respectful of te reo tikanga and
kawa.

is available in seven different languages. We
also utilise the services of Language Line to
provide interpreters if required.

Part of the conversation
“I am excited about enhancing our
capability to deliver services through
digital channels and our exclusive
online dispute resolution agreement.
Our digital channels will enable us to
help our customers in innovative and
interesting ways.”

Consumer rights and consumer awareness
are very important to FairWay.
We were involved in Consumer Rights Day
2017, a dedicated roadshow with specialist
speakers and community advisers.
Members from the FairWay team presented
on Financial Dispute Resolution Service and
Telecommunications Dispute Resolution to help
improve consumer awareness.

Sunil Surujpal
General Manager – Digital
Capability & Services
26
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PRIORITY 6

Conflict is
managed
appropriately
and cost
effectively
FairWay is committed to providing the best
value for our customers.
We are more than a conflict management
company. We help to prevent, manage,
resolve and learn from conflict. We
believe the best way to manage conflict is
preventing it from escalating, so our services
provide ongoing value to our customers as
they build the skills and capability to prevent
future incidents.

Best practice
Members of our team have reached the highest
credentialed status within their professional bodies
and all our practitioners are fully accredited.
We are passionate about sharing those skills with
people who want to work in the dispute resolution
industry, so we sponsor a Massey University prize
for mediation, as part of their dispute resolution
programme.
We demonstrate best practice dispute resolution
each day and our flexible and adaptable approach
allows us to stay in tune with worldwide research
and our own customers’ needs.

“We have a talented and
skilled workforce. We focus
on recruiting highly skilled
individuals who fit the culture
of our organisation. We look for
a balance of professionalism,
integrity, collaboration, fairness
and empathy.”
Vanessa Roberts
Senior HR Advisor

Efficient and
effective
“We offer a suite of services that are fit
for purpose and appropriately resourced.
We review our contracts to ensure our
services are competitively priced without
compromising the quality of our service.”
Murray Pugh
General Manager – Strategy & Finance

FairWay handles over 14,000 disputes, reviews and
enquiries each year — so we need to provide an
effective and efficient service for each customer.
We support each unique individual, organisation
and business to resolve an issue or agree a way
forward.
A big focus is learning from conflict and preventing
conflict because the most cost-effective way of
managing conflict, is reducing its occurrence.
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MINISTERS’
PRIORITIES

FairWay focussed
on the priorities set
out in the Ministers’
2016/17 Letter of
Expectations, namely:

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.
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1

/

Maintaining a well-run, profitable
and effective company.

2/

Effective business transformation
(through a professional services
model).

3/

Successfully grow and diversify the
business.

4/

Effective relationships with
Government and shareholder
expectations met.

5/

Consumers are aware of and able
to access conflict management
services.

6/

Conflict is managed appropriately
and cost effectively.
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OUTCOME 1

OUTCOME 2

Maintaining a well-run,
profitable and effective
company

Effective business transformation
(through a professional services
model)

FairWay is a professional, profitable and customer-focused organisation. At FairWay, we believe success
is more than revenue. Success is delivering great outcomes for New Zealanders. We focus on delivering
quality customer service, continually improving our services and being an organisation that our people
can take pride in.

We are making great progress as a professional services firm, adding new services and schemes to
diversify our customer base and revenue streams. As an effective professional services firm, we can grow
and prosper.

Performance measures

Performance target

Meeting changes from the

Assess the impact of the outcomes

Achieved - Working with ACC and other

independent ACC review

from the independent review and

stakeholders, we have implemented several

ACC review services and a continuous improvement

develop a plan to determine how

changes to ensure dispute resolution best-

programme across all of FairWay’s services.

we will work with ACC to implement

practice principles.

Performance measures

Performance target

Progress against target

Service delivery improvement

Implementation of ACC

Achieved – We have implemented improvements to our

Service Delivery Improvement
Programme (SDIP), together
with a continuous improvement

agreed changes.

programme across all other
dispute resolution schemes.
Net surplus growth year on year

NPAT result of $1.3M in 2016/17

Achieved – NPAT result of $1.4m in 2016/2017.

Setting standards for professional

Establish a technical leadership

Partially achieved – A technical leadership role was

services in dispute resolution

role; to provide in-house reference

established for our ACC review services. However

market

for best practice.

further work is required to formalise expert advice

($652k in 2015/16).
Provide recognised level of

Zero harm.

work safety management

Progress against target

to other areas of the business.
Partially achieved – Following the discontinuation

Implement a structured in-house

Partially achieved – A formal Practitioner/Mediator

of ACC’s Workplace Safety Management Practices

training programme for dispute

transition training programme is in development.

programme, we have transitioned to using Australian/

resolution to support career

New Zealand Standard 4804:2001, and Interpretative

pathways for staff and contractors.

Professional development

Guidelines issued by WorkSafe which relate to the
Health and Safety at Work Act 2015.
FairWay’s Health and Management System includes
assessment and management of key risks, and uses the
continuous improvement model of PLAN-DO-CHECKACT, so that incidents reported inform changes to
processes and procedures.
All capital investment aligns

Return on investment is achieved

Achieved – Capital expenditure focused on business

with core drivers in the SOI

across the capital expenditure

infrastructure assets including office accommodation,

programme.

case management systems and desktop technology
solutions enabling revenue production.

Privacy policy

Zero substantive privacy

Not achieved. One substantial breach occurred.

breaches.*
Learning and development

Develop and implement a

Partially achieved - We have developed and

training framework.

implemented competency frameworks. We will roll out
the full training framework later this year.

Develop and implement an online

Achieved - Online performance assessment tool

performance assessment tool.

completed.

* FairWay considers a privacy breach to be where there has been unauthorised access to or collection, use or disclosure of personal
information, resulting in a significant risk of harm to an individual.
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OUTCOME 3

OUTCOME 4

Successfully grow and
diversify the business

Effective relationships with
Government and shareholder
expectations met

Our wide range of services and clients will ensure our continued profitability. We will continue to actively
seek opportunities to grow our client base and further develop dispute resolution services.

Performance measures

Performance target

Revenue growth

New revenue of $1M for the non-

Partially achieved – We have secured new

ACC and MoJ related work.

business, and our existing business revenue has

Grow the portfolio

Progress against target

FairWay considers itself to be an integral part of the New Zealand Government’s consumer rights and
complaints services. Establishing and maintaining effective relationships is important as we seek to
expand our involvement in public sector dispute resolution.

grown.

Performance measures

Performance target

Launch a new International

Achieved – In July 2016 we launched iStudent

Rebuilding Christchurch

Continue to deliver facilitation

Achieved – FairWay has provided facilitation

Students scheme in July 2016 on

Complaints, a complaints resolution service for

services to the Residential Advisory

services in 54 cases in conjunction with MBIE

behalf of the Ministry of Education.

international students, on behalf of the Ministry of

Service (RAS/MBIE) through to

which has assisted several hundred homeowners

Education.

conclusion of the service.

and their families.

To establish FairWay as a known

Partially achieved – We have worked with some

Provide continuity of service by

Achieved – FairWay has established Building and

services provider in the workplace

large employers; however we plan to further

promoting FairWay’s new Building

Construction dispute resolution services and has

area.

promote our workplace services.

and Dispute Resolution services.

dealt with over 100 cases during 2016-2017 year.

Investigate the market for an

Partially achieved – We are actively exploring

Provide leadership in dispute

Active involvement in the ACC

Achieved - We have had an active involvement

education sector dispute resolution

opportunities to further provide dispute

resolution public policy thinking

Independent Review.

and are expanding our ACC service offering for

service to support New Zealand

resolution services in the education sector.

schools.

Progress against target

mediation, conciliation and facilitation services.
Meet all reporting deadlines.

Achieved – We have met all reporting deadlines.

Raising FairWay’s profile across

Work proactively with GCDR

Achieved – We regular meet and engage with

Government

on initiatives that will benefit

GCDR.

Shareholders get accurate /
timely information on business
performance

Government agencies.
Board Performance

Continue to provide Treasury with

Achieved – We have provided Treasury with all

annual Board evaluations.

requested information and met our reporting
requirements.
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OUTCOME 5

OUTCOME 6

Consumers are aware of
and able to access conflict
management services

Conflict is managed
appropriately and cost
effectively

We are here to help people in conflict move forward. It is essential that consumers are aware of and able
to access our conflict management services.

We will strengthen our reputation as the leading provider of dispute resolution services in New Zealand by
delivering value for money, customer-focused and best practice conflict resolution services.

Performance measures

Performance target

Stronger presence in online

Monitor performance against social

environment

media statistics and maintain an

Performance measures

Performance target

Achieved - FairWay has an active and growing

Dispute resolution scheme cost

Achieve an overall contribution

Achieved – Gross margin was 57% of revenue for

social media presence.

effectiveness

margin of 40%.

the year.

New contracts cost effectiveness

Major contracts will make a

Achieved - We have ensured that all our existing

strategic and/or commercial

and new contracts are sustainable.

Progress against target

active social media profile to aid
informing consumers. Further
enhance our capability to deliver
services to consumers using
digital channels and online dispute
resolution services.

We have exclusively secured Modria as our

contribution (allowing for market

technology partner for online dispute resolution

entry costs) to increasing FairWay’s

in New Zealand.

margins.

Progress against target

FairWay to demonstrate that its

Achieved - We are actively engaging with

Being responsive to dispute

Investigate and assess consumer

Achieved - We are using our customer feedback to

dispute resolution models will

Government agencies, including MBIE and GCDR,

resolution solutions for consumers

suggestions and demands for

continually improve our services.

reduce costs for the Government.

to explore opportunities for FairWay and the

dispute resolution information

benefits of online dispute resolution services.

and practices and implement as
appropriate.

We have also collaborated with legal
representatives, consumer advocacy groups
and representatives from ACC on ways we can
improve our services.

Rebuilding Christchurch

FairWay to be accepted as the

Partially achieved - FairWay has worked with

preferred provider of dispute

several insurers to achieve resolution of

resolution services in Christchurch

Christchurch insurance disputes.

insurance disputes by insurers and
their customers.

We will continue to work in this area during
2017-2018.
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OUR PEOPLE

FairWay Board

Senior Management

Our Board of Directors

From left:

Our Board of Directors have a broad range of business and

Daniel Nakhle

governance experience and skills across a wide range of

Director

sectors.

Mark Sandelin

Absent:

Rachel Farrant

experience, accounting, business advisory services,

Director

property development, investments and mediation.
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Hannes Strydom

Sunil Surujpal

We are led by an experienced and strong Senior Management

General Manager:

General Manager:

Service Delivery

Digital Capability & Services

Team. The team has extensive management experience,

General Manager:

Absent:

relationships, HR, finance, administration and policy across

Joanna Parag

the public and private sector. In the past year, Rhys West was

Rhys West

General Manager:

appointed as Chief Executive and we welcomed Sunil Surujpal

Chief Executive

Business Development

as General Manager – Digital Capability & Services.

Kristine Brown

Victoria Bourne

General Manager:

General Manager:

Corporate & Governance

Human Resources

Strategy & Finance

Peter Blades

Anita Chan, QC

Director

Chair

in areas ranging from dispute resolution and conflict
management systems, service delivery through to customer

Murray Pugh

Director

This includes family, commercial and litigation legal

Our Senior Management Team

From left:
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SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Statement of
responsibility
The Board is responsible for:

Summary statement
of comprehensive income
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

The directors are pleased to present

2017

2016

($000)

($000)

19,599

17,130

Employee salaries and costs

8,762

8,015

Other

8,790

8,092

17,552

16,107

2,047

1,023

613

303

1,434

720

-

-

1,434

720

the summary financial statements of
• the preparation of the summary
annual financial statements and

FairWay Resolution Limited for the
year ended 30 June 2017.

the judgments used therein; and

Expenditure

• establishing and maintaining
a system of internal controls
designed to provide reasonable
assurance of the integrity

Anita Chan QC
Chair

and reliability of the financial

the summary annual financial
statements for the year ended 30
June 2017 fairly reflect the financial
position and operations of FairWay
Resolution Limited.
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Total expenditure
Profit before tax

statements.
In the opinion of the Board,

Total revenue

Mark Sandelin
Deputy Chair
For and on behalf of the Board
of Directors.

Income tax expense
Profit after tax
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income, net of tax

23 August 2017
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Summary statement
of financial position

Summary statement
of changes in equity

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

2017

2016

($000)

($000)

Current assets

Share capital
($000)

Retained
earnings
($000)

Total equity
($000)

400

4,273

4,673

Profit for the period

-

720

720

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

Total comprehensive income

-

720

720

-

(200)

(200)

Balance as at 30 June 2016

400

4,793

5,193

As at 1 July 2016

400

4,793

5,193

Profit for the period

-

1,434

1,434

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

Total comprehensive income

-

1,434

1,434

-

(500)

(500)

400

5,727

6,127

As at 1 July 2015

Cash and cash equivalents

3,071

2,110

Trade and other receivables

2,295

2,124

Review work in progress

2,469

1,736

Total current assets

7,835

5,970

Total non-current assets

1,811

1,952

Total assets

9,646

7,922

Total current liabilities

2,721

2,205

798

524

Total liabilities

3,519

2,729

Net assets

6,127

5,193

Total non-current liabilities

Equity
Share capital

400

400

Retained earnings

5,727

4,793

Total equity attributable to owners

6,127

5,193

Transactions with owners
Dividends paid

Transactions with owners
Dividends paid
Balance as at 30 June 2017

These summary financial statements were authorised for issue by the Board
of Directors on 23 August 2017.
For and on behalf of the Board.

Anita Chan QC

Mark Sandelin

Chair

Deputy Chair
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Summary statement
of cash flows

Notes to financial
statements

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

Net cash inflow from operating activities

2017

2016

($000)

($000)

1,949

1,524

Basis of preparation
The summary financial statements are
those of FairWay Resolution Limited.
The financial statements have been

Net cash (outflow) from investing activities

(488)

(222)

Net cash (outflow) from financing activities

(500)

(200)

accepted accounting practice in New

961

1,102

of complying with NZ GAAP the entity

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

2,110

1,108

is a for-profit entity. FairWay Resolution

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

3,071

2,110

has elected to report in accordance with

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents

prepared in accordance with generally
Zealand (NZ GAAP). For the purposes

The full financial statements were

Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary

authorised for issue by the Directors of

of FairWay Employee Trust Limited,

the Company on 23 August 2017 and

the corporate trustee of the FairWay

have been audited by David Borrie of

Employee Trust. From 7 July 2017, the

Ernst & Young on behalf of the Auditor-

effective date of the share sale, FairWay

General. The full financial statements

ceased being a Crown Owned Entity.

have an unqualified opinion.
During the period 1 July 2017 to 7 July
The summary financial statements

2017 leading up to the effective date

are presented in New Zealand dollars

of the share sale, FairWay operated as

and all values are rounded to the

expected in a business as usual manner

nearest thousand ($000), except when

with no unusual, one-off, or significant

otherwise indicated.

transactions completed or entered into.

Accounting Standards on the basis that

Full financial statements

On 11 August 2017, FairWay Resolution

it does not have public accountability

The summary financial statements do

Limited is a Tier 2 for-profit entity and
Tier 2 for-profit Accounting Standards.
The entity is eligible to report in
accordance with Tier 2 for-profit

and is not a large for-profit public
sector entity. As a consequence of
adopting Tier 2 for-profit Accounting
Standards, the full financial statements
do not make an explicit and unreserved
statement of compliance with IFRS.

not include all the disclosures provided
in the full financial statements and
cannot be expected to provide as
complete an understanding as provided
by the full financial statements. The
full financial statements can be made
available on request to the Company.

The statements have been prepared in
accordance with New Zealand Financial
Reporting Standard 43 - Summary
Financial Reporting Statements and
have been extracted from the full
financial statements that comply with
NZ GAAP.
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Notes to the summary financial

Limited was removed by way of Order in
Council from Schedule 4A of the Public
Finance Act.
No dividend was declared subsequent
to the 2017 financial year. FairWay
declared a dividend to the Crown of
$500,000 in August 2016 relating to the
2016 financial year, which was paid in
October 2016.

statements
On June 30 2017, the Crown agreed to
sell its shares in FairWay Resolution
Limited to FairWay Resolution Holdings
Limited. FairWay Resolution Holdings
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Statutory
information
Directors’ remuneration
Directors who have received remuneration and other benefits from the company during the year as follows:
2017

2016

($)

($)

Peter Blades (Term ended January 2017)

36,363

35,000

Anita Chan (Acting Chair from February 2017)

36,363

18,000

Tupara Morrison (Term ended August 2016)

18,000

18,000

Mark Sandelin

18,182

18,000

Daniel Nakhle

18,182

18,000

Tarun Kanji (Term ended February 2017)

18,182

18,000

Rachel Farrant (Term started September 2016)

18,182

* Each Director, as at 1 January 2017, had an increase via Shareholding Ministers which is reflected as the final remuneration figure.

Employees’ remuneration
The number of employees whose remuneration was within these specified bans is as follows:
2017

2016

$100,000 - $110,000

7

8

$110,000 - $120,000

7

5

$120,000 - $130,000

3

3

$130,000 - $140,000

5

1

$140,000 - $150,000

-

2

$150,000 - $160,000

1

1

$160,000 - $170,000

-

2

$170,000 - $180,000

1

2

$180,000 - $190,000

1

-

$190,000 - $200,000

1

-

$200,000 - $210,000

2

-

$370,000 - $380,000

-

1

*In 2016/17, FairWay transitioned to a new Chief Executive and made acting appointments to a number of senior positions.
* Two employees received redundancy payments or settlement payments in 2016/17, totalling $64,456.
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